
WHO MOVED MY CHEESE ANALYSIS ESSAY

Free Essay: Change Change is constantly happening in every works of life. Whether it is technology, fashion, or
management, some can adapt.

Each customer will receive Desert Communications Inc. The Company advantages are promoting the image of
freshness and good quality bread. With Hem dwelling on the loss of his cheese and refusing to move on and
deciding that he preferred the way things were, he lost a lot more than just cheese. All of them used to go into
a maze daily in search of cheese which they liked. It began as a simple High school reunion in Chicago, where
former classmates were engaged in a conversation about the many changes they neglected to confront in their
respective lives. In the story, these four characters are forced to deal with some unexpected change when the
cheese is missing. You might ask three people what their personal definition of change is and receive three
different answers. Warm weather makes me happy. Analysis: Hemâ€¦. The story mainly revolves around the
relationship between Hem and Haw and their 'cheeses'. Both characters main attributes are quite literally,
represented by their names. Don't wait for someone to move your cheese first before you do something. He
reviewed all that had occurred before and realized the weaknesses that he had, deciding that he would use
them as strengths, just like the moments when over- thinking things made the situation worse. He makes a
summary of the benchmarks in his journey and he was off again with a last thought, 'Move with the cheese
and enjoy it'. As he continues to cling, his physical fulfillment will decline and he will pass with that taste of
moldy cheese in his mouth. As I had gotten older, it was not just me who became more independent. In this,
they bask in the happiness and comfort of their cheese for a very long while. I say cheeses because though
they may be close friends they each would have different ideals of happiness. The names of the characters are
Sniff and Scurry, who are two mice as well as Hem and Haw who are small human-like creatures. Change is
inevita On the other hand, the littlepeople refuse to accept the inevitable change which has occurred, they keep
living in denial and complaining that it is not fair that their cheese has been moved. It seemed like everything
was getting more and more independent in my own life and theirs, and the next step for me was to leave. Get
Essay One faithful day, their cheese has been moved and it is no longer in the location they find it every day,
their routine has been changed. Spencer Johnson. In a section after the story four friends describe the impact
that the story had on them and how they saw themselves and their actions in the context of the story. Being a
twenty-six year classroom veteran, I have had to change as well in many ways. We claim to be the smartest
and wisest species in the universe, yet we go on to overcomplicate things for ourselves. The symbolisms and
themes used in the book played a great job in exposing the point of view of the other in the best possible way.
The story has four characters. The story is about four characters, two mice, and two "little people. Although,
Haw wasn't ready for change he knew his present situation was not what he want and before long he did what
he had to do. However, just like the ideal in the book tells us, going to college will ultimately generate
success. Hem was yelling and complains that life is unfair for them since they worked hard for those cheeses,
Hem denies the change that has happened with their cheese and Haw wants to ignore what he hears because he
didn't want to deal with what was facing him so he just turned everything out. It takes a very longtime for
self-realization to come into the mind of Haw one of the littlepeople to back into the maze to look for new
happiness rather than hopelessly wait for their old happiness to come back to them. By working through the
book I felt like a child again. Character Development The story has four main characters said to be of great
capabilities despite their miniature sizes. The maze symbolizes our physical environment, such as the
organization you work in. Change is inevitable and I should always deal with it with optimism. Hem lost his
friend Haw, his health, his sanity to an extent and he severely decreased his chances of getting new cheese in
the future. Sniff and Scurry however, were not deterred by the lack of cheese. Michael shared his story, about
change and how it had affected him, with the rest of his former classmates. In my opinion the writer was
effective in placing concise emphasis on this theme which may be the exact purpose the writer intended for the
story. Stepping outside and feeling like you are inside of a freezer does not satisfy me. They come to meet at a
reunion and they start discussing about their problems when they start to talk about the changes in their lives.
This highlights that we may only know what makes us happy relative to what we know and as we discover
more about ourselves, our ideas of happiness will change, as such, we need to be aware of the signs of the
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changes that are coming or as Haw puts it, 'Smell the cheese often so you know when it is getting old'.


